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PORT MODERNIZATION: 

A pyramid of interrelated challenges

This is the name of the course presented by  ECLAC's Transport Unit in range of countries in four
continents for ministerial and port authorities, transport companies, exporters, importers and trade
unions. 

For further information on this topic, please contact Sidney Rezende, email: srezende@eclac.cl 
 

In a world where open economies and globalization are becoming the rule, public-sector ports continue
to operate largely according to an outdated model: namely, inward-looking development, with strong
economic intervention by the public sector, a lot of inefficiency and labour regimes established more in
accordance with sociopolitical criteria than commercial ones.

    As a result, a significant part of the port system is a long way from responding adequately to the new
demands of the world economy.  What is more, in many cases the system tends to hinder full
integration into the world economy, due to its bureaucracy, operational slowness, inadequate technology
and a predominance of vested interests.  For countries to be able successfully to follow the path of
export-based development, it is essential to intensify port reform and modernization process, which in
some cases has already begun.

    As contribution to this process, ECLAC's Transport Unit, Natural Resources and Infrastructure
Division, has prepared a workshop named Port Modernization: a pyramid of interrelated challenges
(Document LC/R.2031, available at the following address:
www.eclac.cl/publicaciones/transporte/1/lcg2031/lcg2031i.pdf).

 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COURSE

Objectives: to train course participants to be able to:

identify and understand the main market trends and signals and encourage a commercial outlook;
and

make suggestions and recommendations for ports to facilitate the incorporation of modern
technologies and provide a basis for private-sector participation and market-based reform of port
labour regimes.
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    As a part of this strategy, two regulatory frameworks must be adopted to prevent the abuse of market
mechanisms either by the private terminal operators or by the labour sector.

Methodology: Presentations are generally made in question and answer sessions, so as to encourage
participants with diverse and often conflicting interests to work together to formulate a port
modernization strategy.

Profile of participants: high-level decision-makers from ministries of transport, finance, economics and
planning; port authorities; the main port customers (exporters, importers and carriers); freight
forwarders, unions, private investors and others.

Duration of course: the course is divided into three modules of four hours each.  It is recommended
they be held in the evening after working hours, to ensure attendance by a larger number of participants.

Plan of work: at the end of the first module participants will be asked to analyse a hypothetical case
study involving two coastal countries and another landlocked one in order to draw up an infrastructure
investment plan which enables the landlocked country to use the ports of its coastal neighbours.  After
the second module, another case study will be analysed by participants to identify elements of the
regulatory frameworks in three countries with different alternatives for private participation in public-
sector ports, bearing in mind that all three serve the same hinterland and compete with a private port. 
At the end of the third module, participants split up to analyse the different ideas and viewpoints put
forward during the course, and then they draw up an action plan with concrete recommendations and
proposals for modernizing the country's ports.

    In view of the similarities between the situation of Latin American and Caribbean ports and those of
other parts of the world, the course has also been presented in Africa, Asia and Europe. 
 

Presentations of the Course on port  modernization to date

BANGLADESH (Chittagong)  JAMAICA (Kingston)

BRAZIL (Fortaleza, Paranaguá, Salvador, Santos, Vitória)  KENYA (Mombasa)

CHILE (Santiago and Talcahuano)  LEBANON (Beirut)

COLOMBIA (Barranquilla) MOZAMBIQUE (Maputo)

COSTA RICA (San José) NICARAGUA (Managua) 

CUBA (La Habana) PERU (Lima)

ECUADOR (Guayaquil) ROMANIA (Constantza) 

GUATEMALA (Guatemala) SANTA LUCIA (Castries)

HAITI (Port-au-Prince) THAILAND (Bangkok)

HONDURAS (Puerto Cortés and Tegucigalpa) TANZANIA (Dar-es-Salaam)

IRAN (Tehran)  

The course is divided into three modules:

Structural changes: this module analyses structural changes in markets, services, technologies and
the legal framework, which are affecting trade and port activities.  The products that pass through
ports must compete in the global economy, and port services have to reflect international levels of
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productivity and cost.  In that sense, port operations need to be optimized and carried out in an
integrated fashion so as to become a system.  The move towards “systems optimization” provides
a global, as opposed to a fragmentary view of port activities in the logistic and physical distribution
chain.

Private-sector participation: The initiative for private-sector participation in public-sector ports
usually arises from one or more of the following factors: competition from other ports, or
competition between customers; Government political platforms; public outcry against high port
charges; low productivity; theft and unavailability of the merchandise.  Any entity providing port
facilities and services should operate in a commercial environment governed by market
mechanisms.  Governments should adopt a legal regime combining deregulation and         
decentralization with antimonopoly laws and specific legislation defining private-sector
participation. (See Illustration 1, The Legal Framework for promoting Private Sector
Participation).

Market-based port labour reform: the main aims of the reform are to expose the labour sector
to market mechanisms so as to increase the speed with which workers respond to market signals,
to their own benefit as well as that of users and private terminal operators.  To achieve this goal,
Governments need to deregulate and decentralize the commercial environment and collective
bargaining in ports.  Government participation in port activities should be confined to setting up a
regulatory regime and dispute settlement systems, adopting antimonopoly laws to prevent abuses
by private terminal operators or unions, redefining the concept of social equity to guarantee
compensation to workers for acquired rights, early retirement and training.(See illustration 2, The
Institutional Framework for the Port Labour Reform).

    The results of structural changes, private-sector participation and labour reform will be:

i) operational, because they will attract new investments, foster specialization and improve
productivity and competitiveness both within ports and between them;

ii) economic, because efficient ports foment increased trade and, directly or indirectly, job
creation;

iii) political, because Governments’ commercial activities in ports, along with the chances of
pressure groups abusing governmental powers, will be reduced, and

iv) social, because they will facilitate co-operation between dock workers and private
terminal operators, thereby ensuring more effective fulfillment of commercial and social
goals.

Illustration 1, The Legal Framework for promoting Private Sector Participation 
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Illustration 2, The Institutional Framework for the Port Labour Reform

 


